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““We in We in ISI/ISI/WoSWoS”” –– our our 
new servicenew service

Articles written by Serbian researchers and Articles written by Serbian researchers and 
indexedindexed in in ISI/ISI/Web of Science (Web of Science (ISI/WoSISI/WoS). ). 
TTwowo criteria forcriteria for articles to be in our data articles to be in our data set;set;
first first –– timespan (timespan (20002000--2010)2010); ; second second –– article article 
authors quoted the name of Institution in authors quoted the name of Institution in 
SerbiaSerbia asas his/her affiliation.his/her affiliation.
25.000  articles published in journals, plus 25.000  articles published in journals, plus 
8.000 articles from Conference Proceedings8.000 articles from Conference Proceedings
Data changesData changes



Article record in Article record in ISI/ISI/WoSWoS



Article record on KoBSON
database

Put a lot of links



LLink to article record in ink to article record in 
ISI/WoSISI/WoS page page with detailed information about with detailed information about 

the article (abstract, keywords, etc.)the article (abstract, keywords, etc.)



Trought the DOI number link to Trought the DOI number link to 
the article full text the article full text (if it(if it’s available’s available))



Detailed information about the Detailed information about the 
Journal Journal in which article is publishedin which article is published



The most interested and The most interested and 
useful links for every useful links for every 

author author -- links to 'cited by links to 'cited by 
pages' in three most pages' in three most 

popular citation data bases popular citation data bases 
in Serbia: in Serbia: ISI/WoSISI/WoS, , 

SCOPUS and SCOPUS and SCIndeksSCIndeks
(Serbian Citation Index) (Serbian Citation Index) 



Citing articles in Citing articles in ISI/WoSISI/WoS



Citing articles in Citing articles in SCIndeksSCIndeks



Citing articles in SCOPUSCiting articles in SCOPUS



Export list of articles in two Export list of articles in two 
formats: TXT or formats: TXT or BibTexBibTex



Thank you for 
your attention

tatjana.timotijevic@nb.rs


